In [R] Reclaw solved an old problem of Marczewski by constructing two perfectly meager sets with a non-perfectly meager cartesian product. We show another method for getting such sets. §1
Note that our set D is the graph of a Borel automorphism of yV x <¡> [yK] , in particular for each (x ,y) e ¿V x yV the sections D n {{{x ,y)} x yV ) and {yV x {(i j)})nö consist of at most one point. It follows that the cartesian product of the projections of a Lusin subset of D does not have the Baire property in the restricted sense (see [S, p. 71, Proposition C20] or [K, p. 530, Theorem 3] for a similar reasoning).
The theorem will be proved in a slightly more abstract form in §2. In §3 we prove a version of the theorem independent of the existence of Lusin sets. We show (Proposition 3.3) a Borel automorphism of a polish space X such that its graph D is a closed subset of X x X with the property that each E ç X contains a subset G comeager in E with (G x X) u {X x G) nowheredense in D. (Reclaw's set D also has this property, but it is not the graph of a function.)
We close the paper by showing that Lusin's function can be viewed as the identity on Qw, the countable cartesian product of rationals, so our D is in fact the diagonal in {Qwf x (Qw)2. §2
We start with an easy but useful general observation. We say that a family &~ of continuous functions from polish spaces to polish spaces has the lifting property if for any function / from !F and for any polish space Z we have Proof. Let /: X -► Y be a one-to-one L function, X without isolated points. Fix a polish space Z and let S be a Lusin subset of Z x X. We shall prove that the lifting / of / to Z maps S to a perfectly meager set.
First note that the projection n along Z is a continuous open map such that the inverse images of points are meager. Therefore n sends Lusin sets to Lusin sets. So Tl [S] is a Lusin subset of X and hence the set /[n[,S]] must be perfectly meager. Now let A be a fixed dense in itself subset of f [S] . We want to show that A is meager in itself. Each horizontal section of A is countable because it is contained in f[Sn (Z x {x})] for some x e X and Sn(Z x {x}) is countable as the intersection of the Lusin set S with a meager subset of Z x X. So if n[A] is countable, then A itself is countable, and being dense in itself must be meager in itself.
If U[A] is uncountable, we decompose it into two sets: AQ-dense in itself and A, -countable. A0 being a dense in itself subset of the perfectly meager set / [Il[5] Lusin's function has an even stronger property than just being thin. It sends every open set to a set which is meager in itself ( [K, p. 439(i)] ). We shall call such functions strongly thin. It is clear that the family of strongly thin functions has the lifting property. It is less obvious that not all thin functions are strongly thin.
Proposition 3.2. Let Y be a polish space which is dense in itself. There exist a polish space X and a one-to-one thin function from X onto Y.
Proof. We can find in Y a system {Pa: a e co<w} of perfect sets such that P0 = Y, a ç i -> Pr ç Pa , each Pr_; is nowheredense in Px and IJ; Px^¡ is dense in Px ( [S, p. 65] ; [Mi, p. 226] ). Let X be a polish space which is obtained from Y by declaring that all Px 's are open. (Given a countable family sé of Borel sets in a polish space, we can always enrich the topology to a new polish topology in which sets from sé are open; see [K, p. 448 , the proof of Theorem 1]). We claim that the identity function from X to Y is thin. To see this note that any nonempty X-open set U must contain a nonempty set W n Px for some y-open set W. Let i be such that the set V = W n Pr_( is nonempty. We have V ç W n P. ç U. Moreover V is an Z-open set which is F-meager in W n Px. So it is F-meager in U . D Clearly such a function as above cannot be strongly thin because its range is not meager in itself.
By combining Propositions 2.1, 3.1 and 3.2 we get the following: Proposition 3.3. There exist a polish space X and a Borel automorphism of X such that its graph D is a closed subset of X x X with the property that the projections restricted to D are thin functions, u
Following a remark of a student of Cichoñ that the range of Lusin's function is homeomorphic to Q"J, we show that Lusin's function, when viewed properly, is the identity on the set Qw . This gives rise to a particularly simple proof of the basic property of Lusin's function.
Let Jt be Qw, Q bearing its standard topology. As jV , the Baire space of irrationals, we also take Qw , but equip Q with the discrete topology. 
